Abstract-The strong solutions of Nine Men's Morris and its variant, Lasker Morris, are well-known results (the starting positions are draws). We reexamined both of these games, and calculated extended strong solutions for them. By this, we mean the game-theoretic values of all possible game states that could be reached from certain starting positions where the number of stones to be placed by the players is different from the standard rules. These were also calculated for a previously unsolved third variant, Morabaraba, with interesting results: most of the starting positions where the players can place an equal number of stones (including the standard starting position) are wins for the first player (as opposed to the above games, where these are usually draws). We also developed a multivalued retrograde analysis, and used it as a basis for an algorithm for solving these games ultrastrongly. This means that when our program is playing against a fallible opponent, it has a greater chance of achieving a better result than the game-theoretic value, compared to randomly selecting between "just strongly" optimal moves. Previous attempts on ultrastrong solutions used local heuristics or learning during games, but we incorporated our algorithm into the retrograde analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE GAME Nine Men's Morris and its variants are two-player, sequential, perfect information, deterministic, finite, zero-sum, and there are three possible outcomes: win, draw, loss (these are given from the point of view of a specific player).
A. Solving Games
Solving games is possible on several levels [1] .
• Ultraweakly solved: The game-theoretic value of the starting position was obtained by a possibly nonconstructive proof, which does not give us any actual strategy to achieve the proven value.
• Weakly solved: The game-theoretic value of the starting position is known, and we also have a strategy to achieve that. (This might require a database with the game-theoretic values for a large subset of the game states.) Checkers, for example, was solved in this sense [2] .
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• Strongly solved: A strategy is known that achieves the game-theoretic value starting from any game state that can be reached from the starting position. This has the effect that it can play perfectly even if mistakes were made on one or both sides.
• Ultrastrongly solved [3] : A strategy is known which increases our chances to achieve more than the game-theoretic value when faced with a fallible opponent (i.e., a player who is not playing perfectly).
• Extended strong solution: We define this as a strong solution for an extended state space, namely, for all the positions reachable from a set of alternative starting positions. This can provide further insight into the game. In this paper, we examined the positions that can be obtained from the usual starting position by modifying the number of pieces to be placed by the players. The standard method for strongly solving games is to use retrograde analysis (that is, to propagate values from end states using the minimax principle) to calculate a database containing the game-theoretic values of all the game states [4] . (See Section III for details.) A game-playing program can use this database at every move by looking ahead one move, and maximizing the game-theoretic value of the state (from its perspective) after its move. But if there are cycles in the state space graph, then this algorithm does not ensure winning. This might happen when we reach a game state during a game that has already occurred: if we choose our moves deterministically, then the game might never end, thus we cannot realize the game-theoretic value. Choosing randomly does not really solve this problem, because that way the games might stretch out too long.
The standard solution to this problem is to also calculate a depth to win value for all (not draw) game states. This value gives the number of moves that will happen until the end of the game if both players play optimally, not just regarding the game-theoretic values, but also in minimizing or maximizing the number of moves to the end, based on whether they are winning or losing. In this way, we cannot move away from a winning end state.
We used this method to calculate the extended strong solutions for standard Nine Men's Morris, and its variants, Lasker Morris, and Morabaraba.
Strong solutions have an important property. Many of the positions among the theoretical draw positions are weak for one of the players for practical purposes (if he is not a perfect player), meaning that the player is just one small mistake away from getting into a theoretical losing position. In these cases the opponent is usually in an easier situation, because his small mis- (Also, in Nine Men's Morris and its variants, win/loss can be determined by the parity of DTW.) The priority queue is keyed with DTW, and in the simplest case, it can be implemented with a simple queue, because states are processed monotonically. But when end states can have different DTWs (because we take into account the partitioning of the state space, see Fig. 2 ), then the method of two queues can be used as described at the end of Section III-B. Note that states in secondary subspaces are treated as end states. Also note that can be in either a primary or a secondary subspace, but the predecessors are restricted to the primary subspaces.
takes do not affect the game-theoretical value of the position. The program based only on the strong solution completely disregards this phenomenon, and tends to get to these weak positions. In the case of standard Nine Men's Morris and Lasker Morris, this results in lots of draws, even against novice players. Gasser mentions this problem in his PhD dissertation [5] .
To solve this problem we developed a variant of retrograde analysis to classify the draws and used it to calculate ultrastrong solutions for all three variants.
B. Rules
For the rules of Nine Men's Morris, see for example Gasser's work [6] . There are two points in the rules, for which there is no consensus. The first question is what should happen when two mills are closed with one move. The second is whether a player should be allowed to take a stone from a mill, when all the opponent's stones are in mills. Our implementation followed Gasser's decisions: mill closure is always followed by taking exactly one stone. Moreover, we regard position repetitions as draws. The main difference between Lasker Morris [7] and the standard variant is that there are no distinct placement and movement phases, i.e., the players can decide at every move whether they want to place a stone on the board or move one of their stones (as long as they have remaining stones to place). The other difference is that players can place ten stones instead of nine.
Morabaraba differs from the standard variant in the graph of the game board (see Figs. 3 and 4) , and in the number of stones the players can place, which is 12. There is also a special rule: if the board becomes full (because neither player closed a mill during the opening), the game ends in a draw. There is no consensus about whether to use the rule or not, so we implemented both versions. The state space of Morabaraba is about four times bigger than that of the standard variant.
C. Related Work
Ralph Gasser calculated a strong solution for the moving phase of the standard Nine Men's Morris, and established the game-theoretic value of the game to be a draw [6] . One reason of the importance of Gasser's work, is that he provided a perfect, and almost minimal hash function that takes the symmetries of the board into account, which allows an almost 16-fold reduction of the state space. Peter Stahlhacke calculated a strong solution for Lasker Morris [8] . To our knowledge, there were no solution attempts for Morabaraba.
There are several approaches for achieving better results than the game-theoretic value against a fallible opponent. A simple method is to combine the perfect program with an AI that uses -search, by having the latter choose only from the perfect White to move. Although White can preserve his material advantage, he cannot win. This is one of the only two such positions in the subspace of eight white and three black stones. The only move here that can keep this stone count indefinitely is marked with an arrow.
moves [5] . Other local heuristics use the information in the solution database about the game states which are at most a few moves away from the current position. For example, one can look at the ratio of optimal moves to all the moves in a position. The DTW (depth-to-win) of the nondraw states can also be relevant, because a model of a fallible opponent might assume that it is using shallow searches on the game tree. These heuristics can be combined recursively by multiplying probabilities of making an optimal move along the considered paths [9] , [10] . Schaeffer [11, p. 258 , 331] used small searches in positions recognized as draws by the endgame databases in his heuristic ( -) Checkers playing program Chinook. Other approaches are to learn desirability values about individual positions during games [12] , or learn a model of the opponent [13] . Our approach is different, because we modified the retrograde analysis to calculate additional information about the game states, and developed a global 1 heuristic to increase our chances of achieving more than the game-theoretic value.
Čermák et al. studied [14] the performance of refinements of Nash Equilibria in smaller, imperfect-information games against fallible opponents. Their methods are computationally significantly more expensive, so they could not be used for Nine Men's Morris.
A variation of retrograde analysis which can handle more than three outcomes was described by Lincke [15] for use with Awari, but that algorithm is quite different from ours. It uses less memory (but it is also slower), because it stores only two bits per positions, and does not calculate DTWs.
D. The Structure of the Paper
Although retrograde analysis is a well-known algorithm, implementations often differ in important details, because they are tailored to the actual problem. For example, an important point to note for Nine Men's Morris and its variants is that there is a natural subdivision of the state space. In the next Sections we describe this partitioning, then briefly describe the basic retrograde analysis algorithm, which is followed by some implementation details along with a pseudocode.
Then we give a modified version of retrograde analysis which is able to handle more outcomes than win/draw/loss, and we use this as a basis for a new algorithm to classify draws into subclasses and achieve an ultrastrong solution. Finally, we present the results of the computations and then outline an extension and generalization of the algorithm.
II. PARTITIONING THE STATE SPACE
Without partitioning the state space, retrograde analysis would require holding some information about every game state in memory, because random access disk I/O is very slow. A natural way to partition the state space of Nine Men's Morris and its variants is to specify a subspace by four integers: the number of stones on the board for the first and second players, and the number of stones to be placed by the first and second players. The largest subspace has 603 332 730 game states (using Gasser's hash function to take symmetries into account [5] ).
Notice that if we swap the white and black stones and change the player to move in a particular position, then we get a game state which has the same game-theoretic value as the original (given from the point of view of the player to move). There are multiple ways to use this to achieve a twofold reduction of the state space. What we did is to drop every position where Black is to move. When we need the value of a position which was dropped, then we use the swapped position instead.
An unfortunate consequence of this is that the dependency graph 2 of the subspaces ceases to be acyclic, since in the moving phase, we no longer have to take a stone from the board to leave a subspace. Rather, every sliding move in a subspace where the number of stones on the board (or the number of stones to be placed) for the two players are different, moves into the subspace where the first two and the last two identifying numbers are swapped (we call this operation negating a subspace). So, for example, there are edges in both directions between the subspaces 5,7,0,0, and 7,5,0,0 (another example, which can occur only in Lasker Morris, is 5,7,2,1, and 7,5,1,2). The only cycles introduced this way are back and forth edges between subspaces, and a subspace can only be part of at most one cycle. We regard such subspace pairs (and also individual subspaces which are not part of a cycle) as work units, because the retrograde analysis has to work with both of them at the same time. Let us call a work unit transient, if every move in every position in it leaves the work unit. Notice that a transient work unit can contain only one subspace, which we call a transient subspace. Let us call a subspace equal stone count (ESC) if both players have the same number of stones both on the board and to be placed.
Calculating the values of the positions in a work unit involves the one or two subspaces in the work unit (we call these primary subspaces) and those other subspaces on which the primary subspaces directly depend, i.e., those for which there is a move from a position in a primary subspace that leads to a position in them (we call these secondary subspaces). Information is propagated from secondary and primary subspaces to primary subspaces.
Another advantage of partitioning the state space is that pairs of work units which does not have a directed path between them in the dependency graph can be easily worked on in parallel. The scope of this is determined by the available memory (apart from the number of processor cores we have), because working on one of the larger work units requires multiple gigabytes of memory. The speed of the memory is also an important factor, since the frequency of memory accesses increases with more parallelism.
III. RETROGRADE ANALYSIS

A. The Basic Algorithm
Retrograde analysis works from the ending positions backwards by calculating values according to the minimax principle [16] . To have an algorithm that can handle cycles in the state graph, we have to notice that in order to establish a position to be a win, we do not need the values of all the successors of the position. Rather, it is enough if we know that at least one of the successors is a loss (from now on, we are thinking as in negamax: position values are understood from the point of view of the player to move). To also correctly determine the DTW values when making use of the above point, we have to process positions in increasing order of DTW. Here, processing positions means repeatedly picking a position of which the final value is already known, and updating the knowledge we have about its predecessors.
Two kinds of information are kept for a position: count means the number of successors that we have not processed yet, and value means the game-theoretic value of the position (with DTW). The algorithm can be organized in such a way that these are not needed at the same time, and when we have a value for a position, then it is already final. We say that a position is count-state if the information currently recorded for it is a count, and similarly for value-state. If a position is still a count-state after no position remains to be processed, then it is a draw.
See Figs. 1 and 2 for the pseudocode.
B. Implementation for a Partitioned State Space
The question arises that how to pick positions to be processed. Gasser repeatedly scanned the entire file for positions that are done, and thus can be processed [5] . We decided to use a queue instead, for efficiency reasons. When a position becomes valuestate, we push it into the queue. Picking a position to process is done by popping the queue. (This ensures the right order, because the DTW values always increase by one.)
There is some difficulty with this when the state space is partitioned: the range of DTW values can overlap between subspaces, so it would be inconvenient to process positions globally in the order of DTW. This means that sometimes we process a position that has a greater DTW value earlier than some positions that have lower DTW values. Notice that this is not a real problem: we only wanted to process the positions in increasing DTW order, to avoid the situation when processing some position affects our knowledge about some already processed positions (which would obviously create inconsistencies in the database). But if we keep the order locally, i.e., during the processing of one work unit, then this problematic situation does not occur. The reason is that the only case when we process a position with smaller DTW later than a position with larger DTW, is when the work unit of is processed later than the work unit of , in which case the value of cannot possibly have an effect on the value of , since a path in the state graph does not exist from to .
Thus we have to make sure that every one of the value-states in the secondary subspaces (which have a wide range of DTW values) gets processed at the right time, that is, when the processing of positions in the primary subspaces reaches the same DTW value. Theoretically thinking, this could be achieved by using a priority queue with DTW as the key instead of a regular queue, but a faster way in practice is to use two queues 3 and continuously merge them when popping: one of the queues contains nondraw positions from the secondary subspaces (and end states from the primary ones) and is initialized at the start of processing the work unit, and the other is populated by positions from the primary subspaces as they become ready. We call the former the secondary queue.
Initializing the secondary queue involves sorting the positions of several (in our case, up to six) subspaces, which might not fit into memory, so we used a bucket sort on disk to do this. The primary queue could be implemented on disk with only sequential accesses, but we stored it in main memory for simplicity and reducing disk I/O (for better parallelism).
The time complexity of the algorithm is , where is the number of positions, is the number of edges between these, is the maximal in-degree of a node of the subspace graph, is the number of subspaces, and is the maximal DTW. The factor comes from the bucket sort. comes from reprocessing positions multiple times as part of secondary subspaces. We assumed that the complexity of generating predecessors of a position is the number of predecessors that are in primary subspaces [without this assumption, the complexity would be ].
C. Handling More Than Three Outcomes
We now modify the general algorithm described in the previous section to more than three outcomes. We assume that outcomes range from to . Our algorithm proceeds from more extreme outcomes to more drawish outcomes: we start by determining the positions that have values and , then and , and so on. While we are determining positions with absolute value , the positions with absolute values smaller than have the same role as draws in the basic algorithm, and the positions with values and will behave like losses and wins. The zeros are not processed.
At the beginning of the algorithm, nonzero end states are inserted into the secondary queue in the appropriate order (the first key of the ordering is the negated absolute value, and the second one is the DTW). Popping them at the right times can be achieved by the merging method we mentioned earlier.
In the basic algorithm, we made use of the fact that when one successor of a position becomes a loss, we know that is a win. There is a similar fact here, which points out the importance of going from larger absolute values towards smaller ones.
Assume that we are processing positions with absolute value . If we discover a position with value among the successors of a position , then we immediately know that the value of is . We will not find a successor later with value smaller than , because should have already been processed earlier. Furthermore, in the moment when we have processed all successors of a position , then if none of them had negative values, then we know that the value of is because so far we only processed nodes that have absolute values of at least .
What we have showed in the previous paragraph is that when we write a value for a position, then it is indeed the correct final value of it. What remains to be proven is that we cannot have the situation that we should have already written a value for a particular position, but we have not. When we have finished writing the values of the positions with absolute values of , then the absolute values of the positions that we have not yet written must really be at most, since it is not possible that all the successors of such a position has at least the value of , or that it has a successor that has at most the value of . The above algorithm also minimizes DTW values in "winning" (positive valued) states, and maximizes in "losing" (negative valued) states. Positions that remain count-states do not have DTW information. (Note that these can be viewed as implicitly having the value of 0.)
The pseudocode in the previous subsection can be adapted for this algorithm with small modifications.
• The comparison operator used by the queue operations has to use the negated absolute values of the states as a first key, and the DTW should only be the second key. Thus we process the positions with the same absolute values in the order of DTW.
• Propagating a value to a predecessor now involves negating the game-theoretical value. The time complexity changes a bit because of the extended range the bucket sort has to deal with:
, where is the range of the first key.
This algorithm can be used for any game with the properties described at the beginning of the introduction, but with more than three possible outcomes, e.g., Awari or Othello.
IV. THE ULTRASTRONG SOLUTION
The ultrastrong solution means that our program has a better chance to achieve a better result than the game-theoretic value against a nonperfect opponent, compared to a program which is based only on the strong solution. The outcome of a Nine Men's Morris game (and its variants) can be win, draw, or loss. In (game-theoretically) winning states we are already in the best possible position (we are going to win, because we play perfectly). In losing states, maximizing DTW is already a good heuristic to lead the game into positions which are hard for the opponent to win. Therefore we designed an algorithm to classify draws into subclasses.
We need the notion of stable draw for this: a draw is stable if there exists an optimal sequence of moves which does not leave the current work unit. (Not all draws are stable: positions in work units where the players have remaining stones to place are obviously not stable; furthermore, there are lots of positions in other work units where the only way for both players to keep the draw is to attack and close mills. Also notice that not all stable states are part of a cycle in the subgraph of optimal moves.)
Our method for distinguishing draws is based on the following goal: if we do not see a winning move, then at least try to go in the direction of stable draws where our opponent is in a (heuristically) difficult situation. Furthermore, it also seems reasonable to assume that when aiming for such draws, our opponent will "have a hard time" finding the moves that keep up the draw even before reaching the stable draw. Our results show that this is indeed the case: for example, in the standard variant, after our program has already managed to get to a game state from which optimal play leads to the subspace 6,3,0,0, our opponent almost always makes a mistake before even reaching the final work unit, and we win the game.
So we need a heuristic which can assign values to stable states, and then an algorithm which assigns different values to draws based on the value of the stable state that will be reached by optimal play. Notice that the algorithm cannot just pick the stable states at the beginning, use the heuristic to assign values to them, and then propagate these with standard multi-valued retrograde analysis, because we do not know in advance which states are stable, as this depends on the values of lots of other states. (Also notice that what was a stable state before we distinguished the draws is not necessarily stable now, so we also cannot just use these as a starting point.)
A. The Heuristic for Assigning Values to Stable States
First, we describe the heuristic that is used to assign values to stable states. Actually, we assigned values to subspaces, and the value of a stable state is the same as the subspace in which it lies. A natural idea is to use the difference of the number of stones of the players.
We focused on another heuristic, where we used information from the already calculated databases: if the ratio of wins in a subspace is high, then it is obviously a good subspace for us (at least when the subspace is not ESC). The ratio of draws can also be relevant. If there is another subspace in the work unit, then a large ratio of losses in that subspace is also good for us (note that values in the other subspace are understood from the point of view of the opponent). Thus a pair of subspaces in a nontransient work unit is in a symmetrical relationship (the members of the pair need not be different from each other). In Section IV-B, it is shown that the algorithm works correctly only if the assigned values of these pairs are opposites of each other. So the heuristic formula we used takes both subspaces of the pair into account: where , , are the numbers of wins, losses, and draws, respectively, and is the total number of states in the subspace. For subspaces in transient work units we use the following formula:
Using floating point numbers for subspace values during the computation would require too much memory, so we assigned ranks to subspaces instead: we ordered them based on the above values and used their place in the ordering. These ranks are centered around 0, and there is a correction to make: we have to make sure that the ranks of subspaces in a nontransient work unit are the negations of each other (for nontransient ESC subspaces, this means that they have to have the rank of 0). This correction results in holes in the range of ranks.
After using the ranking method described above, the rank of the subspace 8,9,0,0 seemed too high. For example, the program wanted to go to this subspace more than to 6,3,0,0. So we manually lowered the rank of this subspace, and the program got stronger (achieved more wins).
Wins and losses receive values just outside the range of the values calculated by the above ranking method. In the remaining part of the paper, game-theoretic values of states come from this extended range.
B. A New Variant of Retrograde Analysis to Classify Draws
This algorithm uses the heuristic of the previous section and is based on the multi-valued retrograde analysis described in Section III-C. Recall that the value of a position now consists of two parts: the game-theoretic value and the DTW. We refer to these here as first and second keys, respectively. (Note that these keys are not directly the keys of an ordering.)
1) Storing Relative Values:
The difficulty lies in the fact that with the algorithm described in Section III-C, the stable states can only be count-states (which can be viewed as implicitly having the value of 0 as the first key), but now we would need to assign different game-theoretic values to these. This is achieved by storing relative values in the first key: how much better (or worse) subspace than the current one we end up in with optimal play. This way, stable states look like having the appropriate first keys from the absolute viewpoint. For this, we need to adjust the first keys when propagating between subspaces: first, to the absolute viewpoint, then do the usual negation, then adjust to the value of the subspace that we are propagating to. Count-states are treated as if they had 0 as first key when making adjustments, and if the first key of a value-state is adjusted to 0, then it is treated as a count-state (the actual count is not important in this case, since this can only happen in a secondary subspace, so we never propagate into it).
This can be implemented by already making all the adjustments while loading the secondary subspaces into memory (by adding the sum of the values of the two subspaces), because every state is propagated to only one primary subspace in Nine Men's Morris. 4 The ordering of the queue has to be based on the values adjusted this way. Also notice that no adjustment is needed when propagating between primary subspaces, because the subspace values were constructed such that the sum of the values of the members of a nontransient work unit is 0.
2) Generalizing Depth-to-Win: It is not apparent how to extend the definition of DTW to draws, since it is not immediately clear that who should maximize or minimize it, and when. To determine this, we have to recall the intent of the players with minimizing and maximizing DTW. In the basic retrograde analysis, the winning player has to minimize DTW in order to avoid the situation where we are in a winning state, but cannot realize this, because we move away from it from time to time. When someone is losing against a perfect player, there is no point in maximizing DTW. Yet, we have to assume that he does that, because from the point of view of the winning player we have to "prepare for the worst." In other words, for the minimization of DTW to work, we must do the opposite for the other player, because a minimax-based approach can only optimize for symmetric (zero-sum) utility functions.
Now the question is, should we be maximizing or minimizing when the state is a draw so there is no clear winning or losing player? As we mentioned earlier, we are seeking good valued stable states not just because being in the final subspace will be good for us, but we hope that the opponent will make a mistake on the way to reach it. Thus how much time we spend in good valued subspaces even before reaching the final subspace is of importance. We would like to use the DTW to optimize for spending as much time (before reaching a stable state) as possible in subspaces which are better than the final one (cf. DTW in losing states). In order for this to make sense, we should optimize for spending as little time as possible in a subspace that has a worse value than the final one (and also to avoid the situation that we do not progress into a better subspace). This is a multi-objective optimization task which we solve by linear scalarization: we maximize the (signed) difference between the number of moves taken in subspaces that are better than the final one and the number of moves taken in subspaces that are worse than the final one. (Note that this is symmetric (zero-sum) for the players.) (Also note that it might very well happen that the optimal sequence of moves leads through better and worse subspaces then the final destination.)
This can be implemented in the following way:
• we increment DTW upon propagation as usual;
• when we are comparing two values with equal first keys, we decide on minimizing or maximizing the second one (DTW) based on the sign of the first key (which reflects the relation between the values of the current and final subspaces) (minimize when negative); • when a first key changes sign during an adjustment (see Section IV-B1), we negate the second one. This way, the steps of the optimal path which are taken in oppositely optimized subspaces are reflected in DTW with opposite signs. Note that the first two items correspond to the way the algorithm in Section III-C manages DTWs. The third item is not needed in that algorithm, because the values stored there are not relative (cf. Section IV-B1).
Also note that this is equivalent with the following implementation: we always maximize DTW, but we increment or decrement it based on the sign of the first key (increment when negative) and we negate the DTW at every move. 5 This way DTW always equals the aforementioned utility function (while in the other implementation it is the negated utility function when the first key is positive).
Also note that the traditional DTW can be viewed as a special case of the above if we consider the values of the subspaces of nonterminal states to be 0. (End-states can be considered to be in a virtual subspace: there is a virtual lose subspace and a virtual win subspace.) In this case, one of the terms of the aforementioned utility function is always 0 (depending on the sign of the first key).
A limitation of the algorithm is that if the optimal path goes through an subspace which has the same value as the final subspace, then DTWs only take into account the part of the path before . This happens because states in that have as first keys from an absolute point of view are considered countstates, so we lose the DTW information coming from secondary subspaces. Nevertheless, this does not seem to be a big problem.
The following equality holds for the DTWs calculated by the above algorithm:
where are the positions of the optimal path starting from , is the number of the first count-state or end state on the optimal path, gives the relative first key of a state, and negates this, if the player to move is not the same as in .
If we do not assume that the optimal path is known, then the above formula can be written in the following form: where denotes the set of optimal paths (by the first key from the absolute viewpoint) up until the first count-state or end state, and is a state on a path.
The heuristic could be enhanced a little if we would not increment DTW by only 1, but by a number that is dependent on how much better subspace we are in, than the final one. But the values of subspaces are on an ordinal scale (mainly because of practical reasons), which does not fit well to this, so we did not implement it.
V. RESULTS
The computed databases for the ultrastrong solutions, and other resources 6 are available at our website: http://compalg.inf. elte.hu/~ggevay/mills/. Some of the databases were computed on an Intel Core i7-2630QM (2 GHz) machine with 16 GB of memory. Strongly solving Morabaraba took approximately two days, ultrastrongly solving the standard variant took one and a half days. Computing the extended solution of Lasker Morris took the most time, about nine days on the same machine. Calculating the extended solution of Morabaraba took about five days on an AMD Phenom II X4 955 (3.2 GHz) machine with 20 GB of memory. (The memories were larger than that of average computers to allow greater parallelism.) Note that in the case of Lasker Morris, not only the state space is larger, but the average number of possible moves in a position is also larger.
A. Morabaraba
The game-theoretic value of Morabaraba is win in 49. This is in contrast with the other two variants, which are draws. Fig. 3 shows the values of all possible first moves of Morabaraba. Because of the board symmetries, actually only four of these moves are different. Two of them result in a draw, and the other two are wins in 49 and 69 moves. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of DTWs in Morabaraba, and Fig. 6 shows a game played optimally. Fig. 7 shows the position with the maximal DTW (124).
B. Extended Solutions
Tables II-IV show the game-theoretic values of the various starting positions involved in the extended solutions of the three variants. Uiterwijk and van den Herik investigated [17] the advantage of the initiative (i.e., having the right to move first) in Fig. 5 . Distribution of DTWs in Morabaraba. The very first bar shows the number of draws. Note that every second bar corresponds to an even depth, which means that it represents the number of losses with that depth. These are usually smaller than neighboring bars, because it is an advantage to have the right to move first. -games and domineering on various board sizes. The extended solution tables for Nine Men's Morris and its variants can also be examined in this respect.
The main diagonals divide the tables into positions where either White or Black has more stones to be placed. First, let us focus our attention to the cells not on the main diagonals. It is clear that having one more stone to be placed is a substantial advantage, since it completely outweighs the advantage of the initiative in all three variants: there are no wins for White if he can place fewer stones than Black, and these are even all losses above 5-6 stones to be placed.
However, if we also consider the DTWs in these cells, we can see a more fine-grained picture: almost all the wins for White below the main diagonals are quicker wins than the corresponding symmetrical positions for Black, so having the initiative means some advantage after all. (Note that this advantage is more pronounced in the nonstandard variants.) The diagonals show game-theoretic values of positions where the players can place an equal number of stones. These are all draws in Lasker Morris (except the 3-3 stones), and all wins in Morabaraba above 6-6 stones to be placed. However, in the standard variant, the values of the positions where the players can place 11 or 12 stones are losses for White!
We can conjecture about the reason for this surprising result. When we are placing a stone on the board, we can place it anywhere, but when we can only slide a stone, then our options are much more limited. This means that after Black places his last stone on the board, White can respond to the situation created by Black with (generally) less powerful moves. Also notice that after 22 (or 24) stones have been placed on the board, there is very little room left to slide pieces around (especially if one of the players played defensively during the opening), so there is a high chance that someone loses the game because of being unable to make a move. These two observations complement each other: Black has an advantage right when there is a high chance to end the game. The role of the sometimes used rule that a full board results in a draw (rather than a loss for White) can also be examined. The only cells in the tables where it has a chance to make a difference are the bottom right cells. However, Morabaraba is a win for White, so this cannot possibly be affected by this rule. We found that this starting position is a draw with or without this rule in Lasker Morris, but in the standard variant this position changes into a draw from a loss upon introducing the rule.
There are a few places in the tables where one more stone for White results in a worse value. These are 3,3 and 11,12 for the standard variant, 3,3 for Lasker Morris, and 10,7 for Morabaraba. A similar place is 7,11 in Morabaraba where one more stone for Black results in a deeper loss for White. 
C. Ultrastrong Solutions
We examined two heuristics for the values of stable states (see Section IV-A): one is based on stone difference and the other is based on win/draw/loss ratios in the work unit. In the following paragraphs we discuss the latter, except where noted otherwise.
Recall that in the databases for the ultrastrong solutions, the subspace which we end up in via optimal play determines the value of a draw. Table XI shows the same for the stone difference heuristic.
In the standard variant, the value of the starting position is also 0. This results in that lots of games still end with a draw (often in a 0-ranked subspace) even with our ultrastrong solution. However, the number of these games is substantially less than without distinguishing the draws. The ultrastrong solution works better for Lasker Morris: here, the value of the starting position is 399. This means that when the program is the first player, it starts from a substantial advantage, and the opponent is just a small mistake away from losing the game.
To actually test the effectiveness of the ultrastrong solutions, we ran matches of the standard variant against a nonperfect program that uses -search. 7 The ultrastrong solutions performed significantly better than the strong solution. We also compared the two heuristics for assigning values to stable states. We expected the win/draw/loss ratio based heuristic to be better, but the results have not confirmed this. The win ratios can be seen in Table IX . In all our test games, the game was considered a draw if 50 consecutive moves happened without placing or taking a stone.
We also did some testing at a website (flyordie.com) where usually humans play against each other. With the standard variant, the ultrastrong program played 36 games against players titled "master" in the website's scoring system, and was able to win 18 of these (50%). The strong program played 47 games against masters, and won only 11 (23%). The ultrastrong program also played 19 games with the strongest player on the website (among thousands), of which our program was able to win 6 (32%). Two of the games played against strong humans can be seen on Figs. 8 and 9. (The -program is just below master level on the same website.)
In Lasker Morris, there were not enough strong players at the website to carry out proper testing, but the ultrastrong version seemed to be stronger here as well. In Lasker Morris, draws are much less frequent than in the standard variant (even with the strong solution). Recall, that according to our algorithm, the value of the starting position of Lasker Morris is quite high. The correctness of this is somewhat corroborated by the fact, that we won every one of the 16 games that the ultrastrong program played as the first player (often by the opponent making a fatal mistake in the first few moves), but there were two draws among the 17 games when playing as the second one.
We had the same problem with Morabaraba (not enough strong players). Additionally, when the ultrastrong program played Morabaraba as the second player, it usually either lost the game or the game transitioned directly from a losing position into a winning position. Unfortunately, this means that our ultrastrong solution did not help in these games, as only the draw-valued positions are treated differently from that of the strong solution. (In nondraw positions both optimize for DTW.)
We also experimented with some local heuristics to choose between the moves that the database says to be optimal, but these did not have a significant effect on the results. (For example, minimizing the number of optimal moves in the position that results from our move.)
D. Verification of the Calculations
We took the approach of Gasser [5] for the verification of the databases: a separate verifier program went through all the positions, and checked if their values are consistent with the values of their successors (also taking into account DTWs).
VI. CONCLUSION
We strongly solved Morabaraba, which turned out to be a win for the first player in 49 moves. We also calculated extended strong solutions for Nine Men's Morris, Lasker Morris, and Morabaraba which provided some insights into these games (and also confirmed the result of Stahlhacke [8] that Lasker Morris is a draw).
Furthermore, we developed a multivalued retrograde analysis. Then we modified this to have an algorithm which can solve these games ultrastrongly. This means that the program has a much higher chance to win a game of Nine Men's Morris or Lasker Morris against a fallible opponent instead of just drawing it, compared to a program which uses only a strong solution. This is important, because when a program is playing Nine Men's Morris based only on the strong solution, it is surprisingly easy for the opponent to achieve a draw. The algorithm classifies draws into subclasses based on a heuristic value of the subspace that can be reached via perfect play. We investigated two heuristics for the subspace values.
We compared our ultrastrong solution to the strong solution by having them play against a heuristic ( -) program, and against human players, and found that it achieved wins more often.
VII. FUTURE WORK
A. Splitting Positions Based on the Type of the Player to Move
When we are aiming for the strong solution, the players can be treated identically, but from the point of view of the ultrastrong solution, there is a perfect player, and a fallible one. (For simplicity, we refer to these as computer and human, respectively.) Note that previously we did not specify the type of the player to move in a given position. At the expense of doubling the state space, one can use more refined heuristics. Subspaces get a fifth parameter which specifies the player to move. This way, nontransient work units have exactly two subspaces: one human-to-move and one computer-to-move. Since these subspaces must have the opposite values, it is more convenient to talk about assigning values to work units. These values are the same as the values of the computer-to-move subspaces in the work units.
Now we can use a heuristic that assigns high value to a work unit where most of the computer-to-move positions are wins (and therefore the fallible player can easily wander into a loss), but disregards the values of the human-to-move positions (since the program does not make any mistakes when choosing the human-to-move position to move into). Previously we assigned neutral values to the subspaces of work units with many draws in it, but now we can assign low/high values to the computer/ human-to-move subspaces of such work units. The motivation behind this is that a drawish work unit is bad for the perfect player if he wants to get his opponent to make a mistake, and is good for the human, since he can achieve a draw more easily (he cannot hope to win anyway).
Note that this might also solve the problem that too many subspaces had to be assigned the value of 0.
B. Generalization to Other Games
Our draw distinguishing algorithm can be used for any game with the properties described at the beginning of the introduction. But to be effective, there should exist a fine-grained enough partitioning of the state space, so that the partitions can be assigned meaningful heuristic values, and all cycles are confined to within one partition. In the general case, the splitting of positions to computer-to-move and human-to-move positions described in the previous subsection would be required. 8 The partitions would correspond to the work units, and the subsets where a specific player type is to move would correspond to subspaces.
For example, a checkers playing program could probably benefit from this algorithm. The state space of that game is much larger, so our algorithm could only be used for some endgame databases, but that could still make a difference in some cases.
